TRADITJONAI. VERSE PATTERNS  M32
Additional Syllable
An additional syllable may be added to either
the beginning or end of a Lme
Femi nne Ending
A. feminine ending is an extra unstressed
syllable that is added after the final stressed
syllable of a line giving a gentle falling inflexion
It is often used in blank Terse and is a marked
characteristic of Shakespeare s later plays e a
Be not afeir d   the isle is full of noises
Sounds and sweet airs that give delight and hurt
not
 LITERARY COMPANION
The Modern
Borne writers however prefer new ways of
describing our verse and the most popular
method is set out below
A foot is called a period
A disyllabic metre is called duple or double
time
A trisyllabic metre is called triple time
A period with the stress on the first syllable
is said to be falling
A period with the stress on a second or
third syllable is said to be rising
 
4. acrusis
Anacrusis is the use of an extra syllable before
the first regular f oo+ of the line
Dropped Syllable
It sometimes appears that a line is a syllable
or syllables short until we realise that a suspense
or pause occupies the time that would have been
taken by the missing syllable The dropped
sj liable can be indicated by the caret mark
thus a The following technical terms are used
for lines that are short of syllables
Cafakctw Line
This leaves off in the middle of the last foot
as in the trochaic line
Ever 16t the fancy r<5am
or the dactylic line
' Rings on her fingers and bells on her tries
The catalectic line 13 common in trochaic and
dactylic verse for it is in keeping with the ten
dency of English verse to end on a stressed syllable
Acephalous Line
This omits the first syllable of the line as in the
anapaestic line
That h<5st with their banners at sunset were
seen
The Caesura
The caesura Is a special kind of pause Quite
different from that which indicates a dropped
syllable It is a pause about the middle of a line
and is usually indicated by a pause in the sense
eg
Both hungered after death   both chose to win
or die
Two Ways ol Describing Metre
The Classical
The actual names that we have been using for
the different kinds of feet and metres are derived
from Greek. It is most important however to
realise that in the classical languages they had a
different meaning for Greek and Lathi verse was
written on a quite different principle from ours
and was scanned according1 to the quantity or
length of the syllable and not according to stress
Thus an iamb In Greek and Latin consisted of
a short syllable followed by a long marked thus
o - and a trochee of a long syllable followed by a
short marked-v
In English verse the length of the syllable is
totally irrelevant For instance the hne
P611y put the kettle 6n and lets have tea
begins with five trochees  aH consisting of two
short syllables
The application of Greek words to English
metres is confusing only if we forget that in
English Terse the criterion is stress
 TTT   RHYME
Another thing that gives a formal pattern to
English verse and distinguishes it from prose is
rhyme It is not essential to our Terse much of
our verse being rhymeless
Rhyme is a similarity in sound in words occur
ring normally at the ends of lines In true rhyme
the last stressed syllable and consonants following
it are the same while the sounds preceding the
stressed vowel are different e o
pleasure/treasure
The Types ol Rhyme
The most familiar division of rhyme is into
masculine feminine and triple rhyme but we also
distinguish broken and Leonine rhyme
cage/page
Masculine Male or Single Rhyme
The final syllable is stressed e g
joy/boy
Feminine Female or Two syllabled Rhyme
The syllable before the last is stressed and the
final syllable unstressed eg     pleasure/treasure
bending/lending
Triple or Tumbling or Three syllabled Rhyme
The antepenultimate syllable is stressed Triple
rhyme is normally found In light or comic verse
like that of W S Gilbert This punning Epi
taph on a Dentist employs it
Stranger!   Approach this spot with gravity!
John Brown is filling his last cavity
In The Bridge of Sighs [OBEV 662] Hood
dares to use it in a serious poem with such rhymes
as scrutiny/mutiny
Broken Rhyme
Broken rhyme where more than one word is
needed to complete the rhyme is occasionally used
e a estate/then- gate
Leonine Rhyme
Although rhyme normally occurs at the end of
the hne we also find verse where the first half of
the line rhymes with the second This device
known as Leonine rhyme is frequently used in
Coleridge s Ancient Manner [OBEV 562] e o
The ice did split with a thunder fit
Poetic Licence in Rhyme
The difficulty of rhyming In English is con
siderable for many words have not a single
rhyming word some have only one others very
few Certain licences are therefore allowed to
the poet in the following ways
Eye Rhyme or Printers' Rhyme
Here words rhyme only to the eye as    love/
move      Keats   in      Meg   Merrflles      uses
rushes/bushes

